The lightest and strongest trailer of its size in the world. Designed for travel and living. It is built by aircraft engineers and craftsmen especially for those experienced trailer enthusiasts who appreciate what light weight flexibility means.

The Famous CLIPPER 22’

SILVER STREAK TRAILER CO.

2404 N. CHICO

EL MONTE, CALIF.
Model 25

The 25' Clipper is constructed the same as our world famous 22' Clipper. All metal riveted aircraft construction except floor and cabinet doors. All steel welded and riveted chassis. Steel bumper.

Overall Width ............. 7' 4"  Body Height ............. 8' 9"
Overall Length ........ 25'  Inside Height ............. 6' 8"
Body Length ............. 23'  Hitch Weight ............. 250 lbs.

Overall Weight approx. 3200 lbs.

Here's amazing strength of construction! It's so perfectly stressed and designed with a minimum of air resistance that you zoom over hills in high... over straight stretches... as fast as you care to go. Don't worry about furnishings or built-in features for bracing or balance of any kind. Place the furniture wherever you want it. The velvet-smooth Clipper takes the hard knocks as easily as you expect. Easy to hook on... unhook... push around. Unless you look behind, you hardly know the Clipper is there! Travel luxury at its peak! You can be sure with a Clipper!
SLEEPS FOUR

These plans provide side galley arrangement. Two large clothes closets, twin beds or double bed with storage compartments and vanity. Built-in dinette makes into extra bed. Sleeping accommodations for four people.

Model 22

Overall Width .......... 7' 2"
Overall Length .......... 22'
Body Length .......... 20'
Body Height .......... 8' 4"
Inside Height .......... 6' 2 1/2"
Hitch Weight .......... 175 lbs.

Overall Weight approx. 2424 lbs.
25' CLIPPER SPECIFICATIONS

HITCH — Atwood 2" ball and socket.
CONSOLE POLK — 4"x8 gauge steel tubing.
DOUBLE FLOOR — Insulated with plastic treated fiberglass.
BRUTE TANKS — 2 with switch over valve and regulator.
LIGHTS — Four side amber lights, stop and tail light, directional turning lights.
WIRING — 12 gauge plastic coat to all 110 outlets, with circuit breaker, 18 gauge to all six volt system, 2 six volt dome lights standard equipment.
AWNING RAIL — Regular.
BRAXER BUMPER — Steel 1/4"x2".
STORAGE COMPARTMENT — in center pole.
OVERHEAD CABINETS — Six with shelves.
FORMICA — Table and Sink top with drop leaf extension.
HEATER — Panelray gas or duo-therm oil heater.
SINK — Double porcelain.
CLOTHES CLOSET — 4½' long with double doors.
BROOM CLOSET — "Regular 4" drawer unit.
CHEST — 6 drawer unit.
CABINET — Storage with 3 shelves.
VANITY — Storage in front and rear.
STOVE — Apartment size with broiler (extra).
SINK — Double porcelain.
WATER HEATER — Electric with pilot light and switch.
WATER STORAGE TANK — With pump.
STOVE VENT — Box type with fan.
OUTSIDE COMPARTMENT DOOR.
OUTSIDE ENTRANCE LIGHT.

22' CLIPPER SPECIFICATIONS

HITCH — Atwood 2" ball and socket.
CONSOLE POLK — 4"x11 gauge steel tubing.
DOUBLE FLOOR — Insulated with plastic treated fiberglass.
LIGHTS — Four side amber lights, stop and tail light, directional turning lights.
WIRING — 12 gauge plastic coat to all 110 outlets, with circuit breaker, 18 gauge to all six volt system, 6 volt dome light standard equipment.
AWNING RAIL — Regular.
BRAXER BUMPER — Steel 1/4"x2".
STORAGE COMPARTMENT — in center pole.
OVERHEAD CABINETS — Six, with shelves.
FORMICA TABLE TOP.
BUTANE TANK — Attached to frame, 3 goos., ICC with regulator.
LIGHTS — Four side amber lights, stop and tail light, and directional turning lights.
WIRING — 12 gauge plastic coat to all 110 outlets, with circuit breaker, 18 gauge to all six volt system, 6 volt dome light standard equipment.
AWNING RAIL — Regular.
BRAXER BUMPER — Steel 1/4"x2".
STORAGE COMPARTMENT — in center pole.
OVERHEAD CABINETS — Six, with shelves.
FORMICA TABLE TOP.
BUTANE WALL HEATER — Standard equipment. Oil or paraffin, optional at extra cost.

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

DISTRIBUTED BY

SILVER STREAK TRAILER CO.
2404 N. Chico, El Monte, California

Phone CREST 93646